
You get insurance
and become really
sick and your bills
are astronomical

Sept 2010 No
lifetime limits.

Regulates annual
limits

Sept 2010
rescission is

banned

Kids
to 19

Obama

Adults
Repeal

Repeal

Obama

Obama

Sept 2010, your kids can stay on your policy
until 26 yrs old if your plan already covers
dependents.  Jan 2011, kids under 26 that

have aged out of their plan will be eligible to
enroll again.  Over 2 million have enrolled AP

and Jan 2011 80-85%  of your
premium must be used for

actual healthcare  Before some
companies would spend only

70%

Obama

You are younger than 55.

Obama

You keep
traditional
Medicare

You are
55 or over

Obamacare Isn't Complicated Check It Out With The            Below

Repeal

Obama

If you like your
insurance you
can keep it.

This means
insurers

won't be able
to cancel

your health
coverage just
because  you

get sick

The tax will begin
in 2014 at $95 or
1% rise to $695
or 2.5% by 2016

The Week

Small business pays 18%
more than large

businesses for the same
health coverage

Small
Business

96% ofof small businesses
have less than 50 employees
These companies are exempt

from Obamacare (Kaiser)

COBRA allows workers
to continue their group

insurance from their
former employer  You

pay the entire premium.

Try to get on
your parents
group plan

until the age
of 26

You may be
able to buy an

individual
insurance

plan.   You pay
the entire
premium

If you start a
business find out
if your eligible for
group coverage

Find out if your
kids are eligible

for CHIP

93% with 50-199   and
99% with more than 200
employees have health

insurance

Companies with less than
100 employees will be able

to purchase affordable
insurance at small business

exchanges in 2014

Obama
Repeal

Companies with more than 50
employees are required to pay

$2000 for each employee in
excess of 30 full time employees
if they do not provide coverage

No health
exchanges

8% or 26 million Americans will be affected.
Not everyone will be forced to pay out of pocket.

8  million eligible for Medicaid.  11 million
eligible for subsidies. 7 million (2%) will have

to buy a plan or pay the tax.  ABC News
Sept 2010

insurers are
required to
pay the full

cost of
recommended

preventive
services


